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Slumberland
........................................................................................

 

What happens at night when the lights go out and the city is plunged  

into darkness? Projectors whir to life, pianos start to play, and the  

curtain rises on the world of dreams. It’s Slumberland! Songs and 

film images take over the night, composing an enchanting universe  

inhabited by wandering children. Let the dreaming begin!

........................................................................................

 

Artistic and video direction: Nathalie Teirlinck 

Music: An Pierlé and Fulco Ottervanger 

Sets: Ruimtevaarders 

Costumes: Vanessa Evrard 

Makeup: Laura Noben 

Technical coordination: Steven Bontinck 

Camera: Rik Zan 

Screen actors: Juno Peeters, Egon Peeters, Mathis Schellekens, Nina van den Heuvel, 
Esra Vandenbussche, Arthur van Ranst, Ananke Indigne, Tobe Leemans, Tijl Peirsman,  

Lio Bertier, Lily Clignett, Jente Claus, Isadora Gisen, Frank Wens, Storm Wens

With An Pierlé and Fulco Ottervanger

Produced by Zonzo Compagnie 
Coproduced by Vooruit Arts Centre, Rataplan Arts Centre and  

Jeunesses Musicales Flandres
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MESSAGE FROM 
GENEVIÈVE CIMON 
We are so pleased to be collaborating with our French Theatre colleagues to present 

Slumberland. This innovative show has received rave reviews throughout Europe.  When I saw 

it at the Big Bang Festival in France last year, I knew immediately that our Ottawa audiences 

would not want to miss it. Sleep, night, and our dreams occupy half of our time on earth 

but rarely get explored or talked about. The evocative music performed by An Pierlé and  

Fulco Ottervanger coupled with film and theatre creates a world that is entirely enchanting  

and filled with possibility.  Imagination is at play and yours will no doubt come to life.  

Enjoy!

GENEVIÈVE CIMON
Director, Music Education and Community Engagement
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INTERVIEW WITH ZONZO COMPAGNIE’S  
SINGER-SONGWRITER AN PIERLÉ
An Pierlé, the pianist with the fairy voice, shares the stage with fellow musician  

Fulco Ottervanger. In this interview she talks about her adventures in Slumberland.

How did you come up with the songs for the show? Were they composed before or  
after the film?
Fulco, Nathalie [Teirlinck, visual poet] and I started by brainstorming about the show’s 

theme and possible characters. Next, Fulco and I started composing the songs, sometimes  

together, sometimes separately. It was a very joyful process! We sent our demos off to 

Nathalie, and she started writing the script and developing the characters.

Slumberland is a show for young audiences. What do you like best about performing for 
children?
The fact that they’re so direct, and that they have so much imagination and so much wisdom.  

They’re capable of far more sophisticated thought than we tend to give them credit for.  

They love to laugh, and they can take great pleasure in discovering poetic language even if 

they don’t immediately grasp the exact meaning of the words.

Like many of Zonzo Compagnie’s productions, Slumberland will be presented around the 
world. So far, in how many languages have you sung the songs in the show? Is that a 
challenge?
We’ve performed this show in Dutch, French and German, and we’ve prepared an English 

version exclusively for Ottawa audiences. It’s a huge challenge. The emotions conveyed 

by a song and its performance often depend more on the sound of the words than on their 

meaning. Rhythm is also important, and that presents a challenge in translation: the number 

of words required to express a specific idea varies a lot from one language to another, and 

each language puts a different and particular stamp on the songs … and then we have to  

learn them all by heart (!), so yes, it’s time-consuming.

In closing, what do you find most fascinating about the world of dreams?
The fact that anything is possible!
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SLUMBERLAND  CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
2.  Slumberland is a show with _____________

that accompanies the film. There are 
songs, a piano, a synthesizer and some 
additional special sounds!

5.  The opposite of day is __________________ .

7.  I had a strange__________________ . I was 
flying with wings and talking to the birds!

8. The sound of the ___________________ 
is magical. This instrument has many  
white and black keys.

9.  When the weather is nice, I’m blue. When 
it’s raining, I’m grey. You can see me if 

you look up: the _____________________.

DOWN

1.  The title of the show you are about to  

see: __________________________ .

3. I  l ike to fall asleep as someone 

______________________ a lullaby.

4.  You can make a wish after seeing a 

shooting ___________________. 

6.  It’s nighttime, and I can’t see anything 

because it’s ________________________.
 

Crossword inspired from the study guide created  
by Venessa Lachance.

ANSWERS: ACROSS  2. music, 5. night, 7. dream, 8. piano, 9. sky

DOWN  1. Slumberland, 3. sings, 4. star, 8. dark
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ZONZO COMPAGNIE 
Zonzo Compagnie was founded in 2001 in Antwerp, Belgium, by director  

Wouter Van Looy, who wanted to produce innovative musical shows for young audiences. 

Today, the company brings together artists of all backgrounds to develop unique and 

inventive projects. Listen to the Silence: A Journey with John Cage, presented at Canada’s 

National Arts Centre in 2014, introduced children to the creative genius of the iconic  

American avant-garde composer, reflecting Zonzo Compagnie’s mission: to share the 

richness and diversity of the music world with young audiences.
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ARTISTIC AND VIDEO DIRECTION

Nathalie Teirlinck   visual poet   
Nathalie Teirlinck is a graduate of KASK fine arts and film school in  

Ghent, Belgium. Her first two short films, Anémone (2006) and Juliette 

(2007), were acclaimed throughout Europe, and her third, Venus 

vs. Me (2010), was screened at more than 80 festivals. This young 

director has also created video clips and films for theatre, composing 

astonishing visual poems. Her first feature film, Tonic Immobility, starring Quebec actress  

Évelyne Brochu, will be released in fall 2016.

 

MUSIC COMPOSITION AND PERFORMANCE
An Pierlé   fairy voice
Belgian singer–songwriter An Pierlé studied classical piano before 

becoming a pop singer. Her debut album, Mud Stories, was released in 

1999. Her lively, melodic songs are unusually evocative. Her energetic 

soundtrack for the film Le Tout Nouveau Testament, directed by  

Jaco Van Dormael, earned her the 2016 Magritte award for best original 

score. In her latest creation, Arches, the voice of An Pierlé once again draws listeners into 

faraway worlds of wonder.

Fulco Ottervanger   visual poet
As a child, Fulco Ottervanger studied cello and taught himself to play  

piano, guitar, bass guitar and drums; he later studied jazz piano 

and classical composition at the Ghent Conservatory of Music in 

Belgium. A talented singer and composer, he is known for multi-genre 

musical creations that run the gamut from experimental to popular. 

He has contributed to theatre, dance and spoken word projects. He is the frontman of the 

contemporary jazz trio De Beren Gieren and the band Stadt.
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NATIONAL ARTS CENTRE
MUSIC TEAM
Christopher Deacon Managing Director
Marc Stevens General Manager
Daphne Burt Manager of Artistic Planning
Nelson McDougall Orchestra Manager
Christine Marshall    Finance and Administration Manager
Stefani Truant Associate Artistic Administrator
Meiko Taylor Personnel Manager
Renée Villemaire Special Projects Coordinator & Assistant to the Managing Director
Ryan Purchase Artistic Coordinator
Fletcher Gailey-Snell Orchestra Operations Associate
Kelly Symons Assistant to the Music Director & Education Associate, Artist Training and Adult Learning

Geneviève Cimon Director, Music Education and Community Engagement 
Christy Harris Manager, Artist Training  
Kelly Racicot Education Officer, Youth Programs and Digital Learning
Natasha Harwood Manager, NAC Music Alive Program
Sophie Reussner-Pazur Education Associate, Youth Programs and Community Engagement
Donnie Deacon Resident Artist in the Community

FRENCH THEATRE TEAM
Brigitte Haentjens Artistic Director
Robert Gagné  Administrative Director
Mélanie Dumont  Associate Artistic Director, Youth Programs 
Guy Warin Assistant to the Artistic Director
Lucette Proulx  Administrative Coordinator 
Véronique Lavoie-Marcus  Coordinator, Youth Programs  

PRODUCTION TEAM
Mike D’Amato Production Director
Brian Campbell Technical Director
Shanan Underhill Financial Coordinator
Lucie Bélanger-Hughson Administrative Assistant

LA NOUVELLE SCÈNE TEAM
Gabriel Martine Technical Director
Emilio Sebastiao Lighting Designer, Head Electrician 


